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great deal of harT:, but it does some and the people who go there know what

it is and they come from groups that don't believe in the Bible, and they
students.

don't have many uists. That greatest University in the country, the

earliest and probably the greatest, there they have only about twenty

undergraduate students in their divinity school. Nov they are raising

seven million dollars to try and amke their divinity school one of the

greatest divinity schools in the world, but up until the last few years

you voul only find about twenty students there. They are going to try to

import great modernist teachers from Union Seminary and other places and.

try to make it a great seminary. But it has become dead. It was the

greatwet seminary in the country in past years, but it has become dead

and lifeless because there is nothing there to stand on. It doesn't

do a great deal of hari. Where the harm is done low is a place like
a

Princeton Seminry, where twenty years ago, thirty at least, was very

evangelical. And today you have wonderful fine Christian ministers that'

were trained in Princeton who say to their young folks, "that is the place

where I got my training, that is the placa for you to go.? And when they

go there they lose their faith, and then they ruin that section of

Christianity to which they go. Bso, that is the movement as it has'

gone on.

As it worked out, among all these seminaries which have stood true

to the Word of God, and gradually went over to unbelief, most of them

vent without a struggle, mostly because the directors were gradually changed.

In Pi.nceton Seminary there was opposition to the change, and the result was

there was more of a crisis at Princetlon than there was at most of the other

seminaries that vent over to unbelief. In Princeton Seminary, about 1917,

you had a seminary which was in a typical position of one which was about

to slip over into modernism. In 1917 in Princeton Seminary, all the

professors were about sixty years of age. Perhaps there were one or two

instructors in their late twenties, and the rest were all getting along

about sixty and in another ten years would pretty well out of the scene.
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